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Introduction
As a GMB Rep, you are the lifeblood of GMB and at the very frontline of making a 

difference for GMB members. Your union hugely appreciates the work you do and we 

want to make that job as easy as possible. 

That’s what this guide and workbook is about. 

GMB has a responsibility to keep membership information safe and secure, and to use it 

in a way that members would expect and think fair. All members have to be able to trust 

that when they give us their names, addresses, contact details and bank information, 

that we are going to treat it as we would our own. Not only is it a responsibility for us, 

it’s a legal requirement. 

New rules are coming into force on data protection. We’ve always taken data protection 

incredibly seriously, but the new rules mean even bigger financial penalties could be 

imposed on us than before – up to £18 million if we get it wrong.

The new rules are called the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR), and they 

present an opportunity for GMB to make sure all of our employees and reps are 

completely up to date on good practice and our legal responsibilities. 

This work book includes information about what GDPR is, why it has come about and 

how we need to operate as a union to comply with it. There are plenty of examples, 

a branch checklist and – importantly – the contact details of GMB Officers who will 

always be on hand to help if you have a question or concern. 

Thank you for all the hours you put in for GMB – it’s always and truly appreciated. 

Best wishes, 

Tim Roache

GMB General Secretary

Introduction
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Understanding 
the basics:
what is GDPR and why do we care? 

Background

How people communicate and what information we as individuals give to organisations 

and companies has changed a lot in the last 20 years. The law hasn’t really kept up. New 

data rules are being put in place to help make people’s personal information more secure 

and – in technical terms – protect ‘the rights and freedoms’ of individuals.

 

One of the key points of GDPR is making sure organisations and companies understand that 

personal information belongs to the individual concerned – not the companies themselves. 

For GMB, that means members’ own their information and we must be respectful of that. 

Individuals – in our case our members - have given permission for us to contact them and 

to hold their information in our membership system (they did that when they joined the 

union), but they expect that information to be only used for proper reasons and to be kept 

safe. In your role as a rep, you will work with and use member information in order to do 

your bread and butter work. To protect you, the union and our members, we need to make 

sure you’re up to speed on the dos and don’ts of data protection. 

One way to think about it is, whenever you want to use or store information, it’s worth 

asking ‘would I be happy with my information being used/stored in this way by GMB?’.

Understanding the basics
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Trade union information is ‘sensitive’
Trade union member information is very private information. People may not want their 

bosses or co-workers to know they are members. Remember blacklisting? People could 

be worried about not getting work if their employers know they’re union members.

 

Trade union membership falls into a special category of data that is deemed ‘sensitive’. 

That means extra rules and checks apply. 

Disclosing information about a member that identifies them as a trade union member, 

is treated legally in the same way as if you’d disclosed medical records. 

Examples of breaking data protection laws at GMB could include giving a membership 

list to anyone outside GMB (by accident or on purpose), losing a memory stick with 

membership information on, or sharing case details without permission. It could even 

be an action like using a mailing house (a company where we send letters to be printed, 

stuffed and posted), but not having a proper contract in place, because the printer and 

their staff can see GMB members’ details. 

To make sure we’re working as safely as possible, whenever we’re dealing with anyone’s 

personal information we need to ask as a starting point:

Secure: Is the information secure? Could someone access the information and 

identify our members from it? Is there any risk to our members? A key rule in 

GDPR is that we cannot disclose our members’ information to a third party. 

Appropriate: Are we using information fairly? Would the member expect us to 

use their information in this way, or to contact them in this way? We have to ask 

why someone gave us their information in the first place, and make sure we only 

use it for those reasons. 

Genuine union business: Do I need to use/store members’ information in 

this way in order to meet the aims and objectives of the union? Is what I’m doing 

related to union business?

Accurate and limited: If I do need to process member information, am I 

using accurate information and only using the information I need? So not printing 

a membership list with bank details on, if all I need is email address.

There’s an easy way to remember this – SAGA (and not the holiday company!)

Understanding the basics
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What counts as using data or member information? 
(which technically is called ‘processing’ data)

Any use of member information is covered by GDPR (which will be called the Data 

Protection Act 2018 when it comes into law), this includes: 

•▶Storing member information (electronically or physically in paper files, on your 

computer. It includes things like storing membership lists or case files)

•▶Obtaining information (which we do when members join or bring us a case)

•▶Using member information to contact members

•▶Asking third parties to perform tasks for us (like mailing houses)

•▶Destroying data (getting rid of old lists and files)

Understanding the basics

In summary: GMB membership information (which is personal, sensitive 

information) has to be stored securely, used fairly and only used for the purposes 

the person intended. It must only be used in line with the aims and objectives of 

GMB, and not shared with any third party. That includes all files and paperwork 

with personal information on it, whether electronic or printed. Everyone who 

handles GMB member information is bound by these rules.
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Understanding the basics

Exercise 1: What counts as 
breaking the rules? 

Circle each activity that you think could break GDPR rules (answers are printed 

overleaf): 

1
Sending a branch mailing using 

a mailing house without a proper 
data agreement in place

2
Emailing all branch members about 

last night’s X Factor result 

3
Using a printed membership list to 

map the workplace

4
Sending an all-member email blind 

copied

5
Sending an all-member email not 

blind copied

6
Sending a printed notice about a 

branch meeting

7
Putting a poster on a notice board 

about a branch event

8
Sending an email to an old 

membership list

EXERC
ISE
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1. Sending a branch mailing using a mailing house without a proper data agreement 

in place (answer: If we look at SAGA, we fall at the first hurdle which is ‘secure’. This 

would breach GDPR because no agreement is in place about security of data and how 

the information will be used – always check with your region if you think you need to 

send information externally). 

2. Emailing all branch members about last night’s X Factor result (answer: When it 

comes to SAGA, we would struggle to say that emailing about X Factor is genuine union 

business!)

3. Using a printed membership list to map the workplace (answer: If you follow a SAGA 

process this could be ok, but if not handled properly could break the rules. If you make 

sure only you have access to the information, it is not disclosed to others and it is 

destroyed after it has been used appropriately, this is a legitimate use of membership 

information for GMB – get mapping!) 

4. Sending an all-member email blind copied (answer: Great as long as a secure system 

is used)

5. Sending an all-member email not blind copied (answer: This would breach data 

protection because everyone on the mailing list can see members’ email addresses, 

which could be used to identify them as trade union members. It doesn’t pass the S in 

the SAGA test.) 

6. Sending a printed notice about a branch meeting (answer: If it’s printed internally by 

the branch, no one has access to the information and it is posted ‘Private and Confidential’ 

directly to the member then this would pass the SAGA test). 

7. Putting a poster on a notice board about a branch event (answer: There shouldn’t be 

any member information involved in this – any union communication that is generic and 

doesn’t use member information is fine!)

8. Sending an email to an old membership list (answer: applying SAGA, we can see that 

information might not be accurate – you might be sending to people who have left the 

union and don’t want to be contacted. Always use the most up to date information 

possible)

Exercise 1: What counts as 
breaking the rules? 

A
N

SW
ERS

Understanding the basics
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Some terms you need to know

Some terms you 
need to know: 
the language of data protection

A lot of the language around data protection 

can sound quite techy, but behind the technical 

descriptions are some easy explanations.

It helps to understand data protection and 

GDPR if you understand those terms. 

Read these carefully, we’re going to see what 

you remember on the next page – no cheating! 

General Data Protection Regulations 
(GDPR)
The new data protections rules that are replacing 
the old Data Protection Act.

Personal data
Personal data means any data that could identify 
a person, either directly or indirectly, so that 
includes things like name, membership number 
and address. 

Sensitive data
Trade union information is classed in an extra 
category of ‘sensitive data’, which means we 
need to take extra precautions and security 
steps. Some other examples of sensitive 
information include medical records or political 
party membership. 

Processing
This basically means ‘doing things with 
information on GMB members’. Obtaining and 
retrieving information; holding and storing 
information; using information to contact 
people; destroying information are some 
examples. 

Consent
This is the permission people give us to process 
their data. Different organisations have different 
types and levels of consent. GMB, for example, 
has permission to contact our members about 
legitimate trade union business (that’s the 
G in SAGA). We do not have permission – or 
consent – to give member information to other 
organisations to contact our members about 
things not related to GMB. 

Data Sharing Agreement/Data 
Processing Agreement
A legal agreement needed between a data 
controller and a data processor in order for the 
processor to legally process the data. Among 
other technical details, it lays out how the data 
should be used, the level of security that will 
be adhered to, and that the information will be 
destroyed after use.
 
Data Subject
Someone GMB holds data on. If you’re a GMB 
member, you’re a data subject of GMB. 

Subject Access Request
Following on from a ‘data subject’, if a ‘subject’ 
makes an access request that is the person we 
hold data on asking for the information we hold 
on them. Any person can ask an organisation 
what information they hold on them, and that 
organisation has to comply within one month 
(more on that later)
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Exercise 2: Important terms to 
understand 
Match the title to the definition. When 
you’re done, check back to the previous 
page to see how many you got right.

EXERC
ISE

Data Sharing 
Agreement/
Data Processing 
Agreement

Consent

Data Subject

General Data 
Protection 
Regulations (GDPR)

Personal data

Sensitive Data

Subject Access 
Request (SAR)

Right to be 
forgotten

The new data protections rules 
that are replacing the old Data 
Protection Act.

Personal data means any data 
that could identify a person, 
either directly or indirectly

This is the permission people give 
us to process their data.

A legal agreement needed 
between a data controller and a 
data processor in order for the 
processor to legally process the 
data.

A request made by a data subject 
to see the information held on 
them.

The right to have an organisation 
remove all data they hold on you 
from their systems. 

Trade union information is 
classed in an extra category of 
‘______ data’, which means we 
need to take extra precautions 
and security steps.

Someone an organisation holds 
data on.

Some terms you need to know
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Keeping your files safe and secure

Keeping your files 
safe and secure:
an easy guide with some Do’s and Don’ts

You and your reps need to handle GMB data to map your workplace, to make sure 
members are actually paid up when they ask for help, to invite people to meetings and 
run workplace ballots. 

The new rules aren’t about stopping us doing what we need to as a union; they’re to 
make sure we conduct business in the most secure way, always protecting the ‘rights 
and freedoms’ of our members.  That’s why we always have to apply the SAGA test. 

Paper filing
Many reps have printed case files and paperwork in offices or on desks. When you’re 
mapping your workplace, you might need a printed membership list in order to recruit 
new members. There will always be times when you need to print information; we just 
need to make sure that when we do it’s done properly. 

Golden Rules of Paperwork (following SAGA)

•▶Ask – is it necessary to print/copy this information? Ask yourself why you need 
it. If you don’t really need to print it, then don’t! 

•▶Don’t leave membership lists lying around on communal printers
▶ Don’t leave membership information on your desk

•▶Always shred (or another means of permanently destroying) printed membership 
information when you’ve finished with it (unless there is a reason you need to 
archive it)

•▶Don’t keep information longer than you need to. Take a look through your filing 
system, if you have paperwork you don’t need – to the shredder with it! (you 
can see in Table 1 where we legally have to keep files on subjects like accounts 
and legal claims) 

•▶Keep all paper filing in a locked filing cabinet, and make sure only you or 
designated people have access to it. 

•▶If you have a facilities agreement, you should make sure that agreement includes 
an entitlement to cabinets that lock if you don’t have them already.
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Electronic files

Any reps or branch secretaries could use computers and email to store and send files. 
That’s fine, and members would likely think that’s fair processing and would expect us 
to do that as a union – as long as we are contacting them about union and membership 
interests. We just need to do it securely. 

Golden rules of electronic information and filing:

•▶Make sure that no one else has access to your files – including your employer. 
This means not keeping member information on work networks or systems 
owned by your employer.

•▶Do not email any sensitive information without a password on it, and never send 
the file and passwords in the same email

•▶Do not store files in online storage facilities unless that has been signed off by 
your region – it could be ok, but GMB’s data protection officer needs to check 
the terms and conditions (we wouldn’t want to find out later that the company 
storing the information for us has rights to it that we didn’t know about, or 

could view it whenever they wanted)

IMPORTANT: USING WORK SYSTEMS FOR UNION 
BUSINESS

In almost every workplace, information sent through work email accounts or 

downloaded onto work computers and networks becomes the property of the 

employer. 

That could mean your employer has access to GMB membership lists if they are 

sent to or from a work account. Bosses could also see details of cases if they’re 

on work emails or in work computer folders. Obviously we don’t want that to 

happen, but we want to make sure you can get on with the job of representing 

members too. 

To help ensure information is secure, each GMB Branch Secretary will be issued 

with a dedicated GMB Activist email address where they can log on and securely 

receive and send information and password protected data. For all other reps 

who need to handle data, there is a checklist below on how to make sure your 

home computer is secure. 

Keeping your files safe and secure
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GMB@work...at home
Without GMB reps, GMB doesn’t happen. We know lots of reps do work at home or 
when on the move. When doing that, we need to keep data secure:

•▶Make sure you have a separate log in on your computer, so other people don’t 
have access to GMB information

•▶Password protect your files

•▶If you sell or decide to get rid of your computer, make sure all files are removed 
from folders and the Trash/Recycle bin

•▶Have up-to-date anti-virus software that will protect your computer from 
viruses (an example of a free one is here: INSERT)

•▶Have a regular process for removing old files - don’t keep files you don’t need!

•▶If you view information on a phone or tablet computer, you should apply the 
same caution. No one else should have access to that information, the device 
should only hold information you need to perform your role and it should be 
deleted when you no longer need it.  

•▶If you hold any paper membership records, or details of member cases these 
must be kept under lock and key and destroyed when no longer needed (and 
destroyed safely – you wouldn’t throw your own bank statements out with all 
your information intact, this is the same thing)

•▶Wherever possible do not keep originals of pay slips, letters to members etc., 
just photocopies and give the original back to the member.

Keeping your files safe and secure
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If you don’t need it, don’t keep it!
One of the big GDPR ‘no-nos’ is keeping more information about a person than you 
need. That means we need securely dispose of information when we don’t need it 
anymore. GMB has to keep certain files for legal reasons, below is a guide to how long 
we should keep information for.

Keeping your files safe and secure

Type of documents Retention Period
Accident books, accident records/reports 3 years

Income tax and NI returns, income tax 

records and correspondence with HMRC

Not less than 3 years after the end of the 

financial year to which they relate

Accounting 6 years

Legal Claims 7 years

Personnel records No longer than 6 years

National minimum wage records 3 years after the end of the pay reference 

period following the one that the records 

cover

Retirement Benefits Schemes 6 years from the end of the scheme year 

in which the event took place

Statutory Maternity Pay records, 

calculations, certificates (Mat B1s) or 

other medical evidence

3 years after the end of the tax year in 

which the maternity period ends

Wage/salary records (also overtime, 

bonuses, expenses)

6 years

Working time records 2 years from date on which they were 

made

Medical records 40 years from the date of the last entry

Recruitment records Six months

Records of tests and examinations under 

the Control of Substances Hazardous to 

Health Regulations (COSHH)

5 years from the date on which the tests 

were carried out
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File 
description

Why the branch 
stores it

How the branch keeps it 
safe

How long do 
we need to 
keep it?

Keeping your files safe and secure

Exercise 3: information and file audit
PART 1: On the table below, make a list of each file type that you store, why you store it, and how 

you can keep it secure:

EXERC
ISE

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Exercise 3: information 
and file audit
PART 2: Fill in this checklist below – to be compliant 

with GDPR, you need to put a tick in each box. 

EXERC
ISE

All of my files that have any GMB member information on are 
stored in locked filing cabinets or on secure computer drives 
that only I have access to

Every day I clear my desk of printed material that has GMB 
member information on 

I have done a thorough audit of all of my files – I have shredded 
unnecessary copies of paperwork and files that aren’t needed 
(as per Table 1) and deleted information in my email inbox and 
computer drives that is not needed. 

I have a process in place to do the above regularly.

I have a process in place for securely disposing of paperwork 
and files that have member information on. 

I do not have any membership information or case files on a 
memory stick (think… what would happen if you lost it?)

Keeping your files safe and secure
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Contacting members

In your role, you will need to contact members, whether it is verbally, by letter or by 
email. This section is about how you can communicate in line with data protections rules. 

Communicating with members
To make sure we comply with GDPR when contacting members, we have to go back to 
the principles we started this pack with (back to SAGA…): 

Secure Is the communication method I am choosing secure? Could anyone 
outside GMB identify a member from what I am planning to do?
 

Appropriate Would the member expect me to a) communicate about this 
subject matter and b) communicate with them by this method of contact?

Genuine union reason Is there a genuine GMB reason – in line with GMB 
business and aims - to write to the member? 

Accurate and limited Is the information I am using accurate and the information 
limited to only what we absolutely need to use? (if you only need email address 
for example, don’t create a list with home address and phone number too).

If when you’re thinking about sending a communication you can’t answer ‘yes’ to 
all of these questions, you should contact your region to check this is the sort of 
communication you should be sending. 

When you’re satisfied that there is good reason to contact members, making sure that 
contact is secure is a priority. 

But we also need to consider what and how we’re sending information not just to our 
members, but to each other – communications between officers, reps, regions and 
branches also need to be secure when member information is involved. 

Contacting members: 
getting it right with GDPR
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When writing to members, fellow reps or officers:

•▶If sending a written letter that contains sensitive information or data, always 
mark the letter ‘Private and confidential’ (this will be most cases when writing 
to members)

•▶Do not make unnecessary copies of case files or application forms – if you don’t 
need to send it, don’t! 

•▶Don’t sort and stuff member mailings in an area where people external to 
GMB could see – if someone walking past could see information about a GMB 
member, you need to find somewhere else to work. 

When emailing members, fellow reps or officers:
Some email dos and don’ts!

DO:
+ Use your GMB Branch Secretary email account if you are a Branch Secretary.

+ Blind copy (BCC) emails if you’re sending to a group. 

+ Password protect files and never send the passwords in the same email (if the 
password is in the same email as the file it defeats the point…).

+ Delete all membership information from your sent items

+ Double check when you are sending information by email – in the case study 
below, you can see how easy it is to commit a breach by accidentally sending 
to the wrong person.

+ Limit the amount of information you put in emails – both in terms of spread 
sheets and in the body of the email. Only send information that you have to 
send. 

+ Check where you are sending emails and information – who has access to it at 
the other end? 

DON’T
x Don’t send GMB member information on work emails or systems – it could mean 

the employer has a right to access the information. 

x Send member information by email unless it is absolutely necessary.

x Send member information in emails without password protection. 

x Give other people access to your email account.

Contacting members
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Contacting members

IMPORTANT:  Systems are important when dealing with 
members and their information

In almost every workplace, information sent through work email accounts or downloaded onto 
work computers and networks becomes the property of the employer. 

That could mean that employers have access to membership lists if we send them to work 
accounts, save them to our work computer, or to details of cases if we use a work email to 
correspond about them. 

In the coming weeks, we will ensure that every GMB Branch Secretary receives a dedicated 
GMB Activist email address where you can log on and securely receive and send information 
and password protected data. For all other reps who need to handle data, home computers or 
printed information (where it is essential, can be used then destroyed) should be used – not work 
computers. 

If you are viewing information on a phone or tablet computer, you should apply the same caution. 
No one else should have access to that information, the device should only hold information you 
need to perform your role and it should be deleted when you no longer need it.  

Writing to members, fellow reps or officers checklist: 
 I understand the SAGA test for communicating with members – all 

communication from the branch will be secure, appropriate, on genuine union 
business and with accurate, limited information

 I know how to password protect files (if not – please see 27 for a step by step 
guide)

 I have identified a secure area/system for sending member mailings

 I have an email account that no one else – including my employer – has access 
to which I use for union business. 

EXAMPLE:  Surrey County Council was served with a civil monetary penalty of 
£120,000 after three data breaches that involved misdirected emails:

•▶A member of staff emailed a file containing the sensitive personal data of 241 
individuals to the wrong email address. As the file was neither encrypted nor 
password protected, every recipient of the email could access the data. 

•▶Subsequently, the Council was unable to confirm whether the recipients had 
destroyed the data or not. 

•▶Personal data was emailed to over 100 recipients on the Council’s newsletter 
mailing list. 

•▶And the children’s services department sent sensitive personal data to an 
incorrect internal group address. (Case study from the ICO website).
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Your workstation:  
keeping it secure 

You can take all the precautions in the world, but if you leave your files on a workstation 
that anyone can access, it could all come to no good! 

EXAMPLE:  Talk-Talk hit the headlines last year after receiving a fine of 
£440,000 - a member of staff had left their computer on at the end of the day, 
allowing a contract cleaner to use a memory stick to download customer details 
and sell them on. Under new regulations, the fine could have been as much as 20 
million Euros or 4% of turnover. Those are the sort of penalties GMB could face. 
Trade union information is classed as personal and sensitive information, akin to 
medical records. 

Lock your computer: Files should not be stored on employer systems, 
but you might sometimes access GMB related emails – securely – on a work com-
puter. Make sure you log out of your account and lock your computer whenever you 
leave your desk (for Windows this is usually Ctrl + Alt + Delete and the same to unlock; 
for Mac this is usually Control + Shift + Eject).

Turn your computer off and clear your desk: At the end 
of the working day, turn off your computer – remember the TalkTalk example – and 
ensure that no GMB member information is left on your desk. 

Keep your password to yourself: Do not share passwords to any 
system where GMB information is stored, and certainly don’t leave your password 
written down by your work station.

Work station checklist
I have secure, locked places to store any printed information 

I know how to lock my computer and do so when I leave my desk

I clear my desk at the end of every working day to ensure no GMB information is 
left out for people to see

No one has the password to any computer where member information is stored.

Your workstation
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When members 
join GMB:   
secure joining

The most secure way for GMB members to join, is to use online joining. Online joining 
means that nothing is written down on paper, and that all information is transferred 
directly to GMB. 

If members want to join on a paper form:

•▶Don’t keep paper copies unless absolutely necessary – if they have been input 
and scanned, securely dispose of the paper copy

•▶If you need to send forms in the post, make sure it’s in a sealed envelope to your 
designated GMB office marked ‘private and confidential’.

When members join GMB
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When members’ 
request information:   
subject access requests

As an activist, you may receive something called a Subject Access Request (SAR). If we 
break down the fancy language again, it basically means that a data subject (someone 
we hold data on), has asked to be provided with access to the information we hold on 
them. 

Not many people know this, but it’s a legal requirement that we provide individuals with 
the information we hold on them – it goes back to the point of GDPR that information 
belongs to people, not organisations. 

IMPORTANT: You will never have to deal with this on your own, but you 
need to recognise when a request comes to you – it might not be phrased ‘I 
would like to submit an official data subject access request’, someone might get 
in touch on social media and say ‘I want to see everything you hold on me’ or raise 
it in a branch meeting. 

GMB has to respond to a SAR within a month from when the request is made. If you get 
a request, you should contact your region straight away. 

When members’ request information
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What to do when we 
get it wrong:   
reporting a breach

If you think there is a breach of data protection, the first thing you need to do is not 
panic. GMB has processes in place to look at what happened, why it happened and to 
look at what level of risk is posed to members. 

If you have reason to believe that data has been lost, disclosed to someone outside 
GMB, changed without permission or used incorrectly you must notify your GMB 
region straight away. 

It’s really important that you notify us as soon as possible because the union may need 
to notify regulators, and we must do that within 72 hours of the breach occurring, 
where possible.  

We should do everything we can to keep members’ information safe, but accidents 
do happen. If one does, be transparent and let you region know – that’s the best way 
to deal with it. 

EXAMPLES

Loss of data
You use a laptop for GMB business, and accidentally leave it on the train. This could be 
a breach because someone could get onto your laptop and access that information. 
How big a risk that poses depends on the actions you took along the way. Does 
your computer need a password to log onto it? Are any sensitive files also password 
protected? Even when things do go wrong, there are ways to limit the risk to members. 

Not using BCC: accidentally disclosing member 
information
Sending an email without blind copying people would be a clear breach, you’re 
disclosing member information to other members. 

What to do when we get it wrong
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Branch GDPR audit:   
taking stock, putting processes 
in place

GMB nationally needs to ensure that we hold thorough records on training and 
compliance for all of our branches and branch secretaries when it comes to data 
protection. As we discussed at the start, the fines for getting this wrong amount to 
nearly £18 million! 

We’ve completed check lists as we’ve worked through this booklet, but in order to 
make 100% sure that we can protect you and GMB – and that we’ve got all bases 
covered – the final tasks are to:

•▶Fill in the check list summary and make sure you have completed each task (we
know it looks like a lot but you will be doing much of it already)

•▶When you’ve ticked all the checklist boxes, read and sign the statement below to 
say that you understand your responsibilities to look after member information.

•▶Have a cuppa. You’ve earned it.

Branch GDPR audit
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GDPR check list page 1 
Please fill in this form and either send it back to your regional office, or scan it and 
email to your regional data contact (details at the end of this list)

Name:

Workplace: 

Branch:

Role:
Task Tick when 

completed
Exercises

Exercise 1: What counts as breaking the rules?  

Exercise 2: Important terms to understand

Exercise 3: Information and file audit

Checklists

File storage

All of my files that have any GMB member information on are stored in locked filing cabinets or 
on secure computer drives that only I have access to 

Every day I clear my desk of printed material that has GMB member information on

I have done a thorough audit of all of my files – I have shredded unnecessary copies of 
paperwork and files that are OVER CERTAIN AGE and deleted information in my email inbox and 
computer drives that is not needed

I have a process in place to do the above regularly.

I have a process in place for securely disposing of paperwork and files that have member 
information on.

I do not have any membership information or case files on a memory stick (think… what would 
happen if you lost it?)

Writing to members

I understand the SAGA test for communicating with members – all communication from the 
branch will be secure, appropriate, on genuine union business and with accurate, limited 
information

I know how to password protect files (if not – please see the end of this guide for a step by step guide)

I have identified a secure area/system for sending member mailings

I have an email account that no one else – including my employer – has access to which I use for 
union business. 

Work station check list

I have secure places to store any printed information – it is secure and locked

I know how to lock my computer and do so when I leave my desk

No one has the password to any computer where member information is stored.

I clear my desk at the end of every working day to ensure no GMB information is left out for 
people to see

GDPR check list
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GDPR check list page 2

Please sign this form to say that you have completed the exercises and branch audit: 

As a GMB rep, I understand that I have a responsibility to make sure that member 
information is secure and used fairly, legally and how GMB members would expect. 

I will take all steps possible to ensure the security of member data, including the 
steps in this workbook and will inform GMB straight away if I believe there has been 
a problem or breach.

I will not use any external company or organisation to process member information 
without speaking to my region about appropriate processing agreements, and will 
never disclose GMB member information to a third party. 

I will treat every member’s information as if it is my own. 

Please print this form send this form back to your 
regional office, or scan and email it to your regional 
data contact.

Please keep a copy of this workbook in your branch 
as a reference point. More information will also be 
available on the GMB website.

www.gmb.org.uk

Signed: 

Signed: 

Date:

Date:

GDPR check list
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How to password protect a file in Microsoft
In Word and Excel:
It’s really easy in Word, you just need to click on File, then the info tab and the 
‘protect your document’ icon is right there. 

Go to File -> Info -> Protect Document/workbook -> Encrypt with password.

Appendix

Appendix:   



Key contacts
National Data Protection Officer

Bob Robinson
bob.robinson@gmb.org.uk

0141 849 6640

Regional Data Contacts

Southern
Asha Wije

asha.wije@gmb.org.uk
020 8397 8881

Midland and East Coast
David Castledine

david.castledine@gmb.org.uk
0115 960 7171

London
John Healy and Tony Warr

john.healy@gmb.org.uk
tony.warr@gmb.org.uk

020 8202 8272

Yorkshire and North Derbyshire
Kalvinder Degun

kalvinder.degun@gmb.org.uk
0345 337 7777

Birmingham and West Midlands
Kate Caswell

kate.caswell@gmb.org.uk
0121 550 4888

Wales and South West
Nick Hughes

nick.hughes@gmb.org.uk
029 2049 1260

Northern
Nigel Hepplewhite

nigel.hepplewhite@gmb.org.uk
0191 233 3981

Scotland
Gavin Britton

gavin.britton@gmb.org.uk
0141 332 8641

North West and Irish
Debbie Reed

debbie.reed@gmb.org.uk
0161 627 3062

Michael Evans
0151 203 0189
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